
AFTER A YEAR OF
EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE
FIGHTS, MIKE PENCE
JUST TWEETED IT OUT
The WSJ has published an excerpt — the parts
relating to January 6 — from the Mike Pence book
coming out next week. It includes descriptions
of the following conversations with the then-
President, at least some of which Pence was the
only witness:

Lunch on November 16, 2020,1.
at which Trump said, “2024
is so far off.”
A  call  on  December  5,  on2.
which  Trump  raised  the
possibility  of  challenging
the vote.
A December cabinet meeting.3.
A  December  19  conversation4.
in  which  Trump  mentioned
plans  for  the  January  6
rally (which Pence claims to
have thought was a “useful”
idea).
A January 1, 2021 phone call5.
in which Pence told Trump he
opposed  Louie  Gohmert’s
lawsuit  arguing  that  Pence
had  discretion  to  decide
which votes to count. Trump
accused  his  Vice  President
of  being  “too  honest”  and
informed  him  that,  “People
are  gonna  think  you’re
stupid,” for choosing not to
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claim the power to throw out
votes.
A call on January 2 on which6.
Trump  said  that  if  Pence,
“wimp[ed] out,” he would be
“just another somebody.”
A  meeting  involving  John7.
Eastman  and  others  on
January  4.
A  meeting  involving  John8.
Eastman in the Oval Office
on January 5.
The call Trump made to Pence9.
on January 6 where he again
called Pence a wimp.
A  meeting  on  January  11,10.
where in response to Trump’s
question  whether  he  was
scared on January 6, Pence
said  he  was  angry,
purportedly  just  about  the
people  “tearing  up  the
Capitol.”
An exchange inside the Oval11.
Office  during  which  Trump
told Pence “Don’t bother” to
pray for him.

Every one of these conversations are ones that
would traditionally have been covered by
Executive Privilege. Trump claimed such
exchanges were covered by Executive Privilege
starting over a year ago. Both Pence’s top aides
— Greg Jacob and Marc Short — and three White
House Counsels claimed such exchanges were
covered by Executive Privilege this summer, and
only in recent weeks did Beryl Howell override
the claims of Pence’s people.

And yet, all the while, this book was in the



works, including just on this topic, eleven
conversations directly with the former
President, many of them conversations to which
Pence was the only witness.

Much of this description is self-serving (as
most autobiographies are), an attempt to craft
his support for challenging the election but not
rioting. The excerpt, at least, does not
disclose the advice that led him to reject
Trump’s demand that he throw out votes.

This passage, in particular, seems to project
any testimony that Eastman knew the request of
Pence was illegal onto Greg Jacob, not himself.

On Jan. 4, the president’s chief of
staff, Mark Meadows, summoned me to the
Oval Office for a meeting with a long
list of attendees, including the legal
scholar John Eastman. I listened
respectfully as Mr. Eastman argued that
I should modify the proceedings, which
require that electoral votes be opened
and counted in alphabetical order, by
saving the five disputed states until
the end. Mr. Eastman claimed I had the
authority to return the votes to the
states until each legislature certified
which of the competing slate of electors
for the state was correct. I had already
confirmed that there were no competing
electors.

Mr. Eastman repeatedly qualified his
argument, saying it was only a legal
theory. I asked, “Do you think I have
the authority to reject or return
votes?”

He stammered, “Well, it’s never been
tested in the courts, so I think it is
an open question.”

At that I turned to the president, who
was distracted, and said, “Mr.
President, did you hear that? Even your
lawyer doesn’t think I have the
authority to return electoral votes.”



The president nodded. As Mr. Eastman
struggled to explain, the president
replied, “I like the other thing
better,” presumably meaning that I could
simply reject electoral votes.

On Jan. 5, I got an urgent call that the
president was asking to see me in the
Oval Office. The president’s lawyers,
including Mr. Eastman, were now
requesting that I simply reject the
electors. I later learned that Mr.
Eastman had conceded to my general
counsel that rejecting electoral votes
was a bad idea and any attempt to do so
would be quickly overturned by a
unanimous Supreme Court. This guy didn’t
even believe what he was telling the
president.

By context, Pence asked Eastman whether Eastman
thought Pence had “the authority to reject or
return votes.” Eastman’s response, without
qualification that he was addressing just one of
those two items, was that, “it’s never been
tested in the courts.” Then, by Pence’s telling,
he directly told the then-President that Eastman
had only said that returning votes to the states
would be illegal. But that’s not what Eastman
responded to! He responded to both, and did so
in front of Trump.

By stating that Eastman later told his general
counsel, Greg Jacob, that the Supreme Court
would overturn any effort to reject the votes,
rather than just return them, Pence is making
Jacob the key witness, and he’s telling the
story in such a way that Trump was not directly
a witness to the conversation.

Maybe it really happened like Pence tells it.
Maybe not. There were other attendees
(including, probably, Jacob), and some of them
have likely already described what they saw to
the grand jury.

But this protective telling of the story is



particularly interesting given this description
of how, on January 1, Pence told Trump he didn’t
have the authority to decide which votes to
count.

Early on New Year’s Day, the phone rang.
Texas Rep. Louie Gohmert and other
Republicans had filed a lawsuit asking a
federal judge to declare that I had
“exclusive authority and sole
discretion” to decide which electoral
votes should count. “I don’t want to see
‘Pence Opposes Gohmert Suit’ as a
headline this morning,” the president
said. I told him I did oppose it. “If it
gives you the power,” he asked, “why
would you oppose it?” I told him, as I
had many times, that I didn’t believe I
possessed that power under the
Constitution.

This is the first, in the excerpt, that he
describes telling this to Trump. But he also
says he had already told him the same, “many
times.” The circumstances of those conversations
would be really critical for pinpointing the
timeline of Trump’s machinations and the extent
that Pence warned him they were illegal.

For months, the press has been squawking about
how unprecedented it would be to subpoena the
former Vice President. But he just made the case
for doing so, right here.


